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The lack of safe water, functional toilets, and handwashing facilities in healthcare settings poses significant health risks to patients, healthcare workers and nearby communities. The ongoing global problem of health facility-acquired infections (HAI) has highlighted the consequences of the lack of water and sanitation facilities and practice of key hygiene behaviours. Antimicrobial resistance (AMR) is a multisectoral problem that requires a comprehensive strategy, including WASH improvements, to prevent emergence and transmission. Hand hygiene has been cited as the single most important practice to reduce HAI, and improved hand hygiene practices have been associated with a sustained decrease in the incidence of antimicrobial-resistant infections in healthcare settings. WASH also plays a role in the cleaning of surfaces and bedding for preventing transmission of HAI. Leadership and commitment is needed from governments, international and local organizations, donors and civil society to implement the global action plan to achieve universal access to WASH in healthcare facilities.

“Do no harm” has been a guiding principle of medicine for over 2,000 years. Two of the most basic interventions to “do no harm” are for healthcare providers to have and use a hygienic sanitation facility, and use running water with soap to wash their hands. Sustainable access to water and sanitation services and the correct and consistent practice of key hygiene behaviours (drinking safe water, use of basic sanitation and handwashing with soap before handling food and after contact with faeces) are important whether in household, public, school, or healthcare settings.

Globally, 91% of the population has access to a protected groundwater source or tap water for their drinking water. However, one in three people still lack access to hygienic sanitation facilities – including 946 million people who defecate in the open, increasing the risk of exposure to faecal pathogens for themselves and members of their communities (1). An estimated 81% of the world’s population does not wash hands with soap after contact with excreta (i.e., use of a sanitation facility or contact with children’s excreta) (2). The proportion of the population with a handwashing facility with soap and water in the household is less than 50% in most sub-Saharan countries (3). Repeated observational studies in the United States have reported a maximum of 85% of adults washing their hands after using a public toilet (4, 5).

This lack of access to water and sanitation, and poor hygiene behaviour has major health impacts. The World Health Organization (WHO) estimates that 842,000 deaths from diarrhoeal diseases each year could be prevented by improved water, sanitation and hygiene (WASH) (6). Studies on the health impact of handwashing behaviour have also reported reductions in pneumonia (50%) (7), flu (40%) (7) and infective conjunctivitis (67%) (8). Basic hygienic practices by birth attendants and new mothers can reduce the risk of infections, sepsis and death for infants and mothers by over 15% (9, 10).

WASH services in healthcare facilities are fundamental to the provision of quality, people-centred care. Benefits include increased trust in, and uptake of, healthcare; increased efficiency and decreased costs of healthcare services; and improved staff working conditions and morale. All major initiatives to improve global health depend on sustainable provision of basic WASH services in healthcare facilities, yet data from 54 low- and middle-income countries’ healthcare facilities show that 38% do not have a basic water source (defined as tap water or a protected groundwater source), 19% do not have basic sanitation (defined as private and
hygienic toilets/latrines) and 35% do not have water and soap for handwashing. This lack of WASH services undermines the ability to provide safe, quality healthcare, and places both those providing and those seeking care at risk (11).

Healthcare-associated infections
Healthcare-associated infections (HAIs) are infections acquired while receiving treatment for another condition in a healthcare setting. They are associated with a number of risk factors, including the health status of the patients, the type of medical procedure, the presence of pathogenic microorganisms and the physical environment where the healthcare is provided (12). The risk of acquiring HAIs is universal and affects every healthcare facility and system around the world. Impacts include prolonged hospital stays, financial burdens, long-term disability, excess deaths and increased resistance of microorganisms to antimicrobials.

The source of an HAI may be from the patient’s own microbial flora, or it may be from other patients, hospital staff, or surfaces and equipment in the hospital environment; and transmission can take place by direct or indirect contact, or through an airborne route (12). Transmission of HAI through contaminated healthcare workers’ hands is the most common pattern of infection in most settings (13).

Antimicrobial resistance
Antimicrobial resistance (AMR) is resistance of a pathogenic microorganism to an antimicrobial drug that was originally effective for treatment of infections caused by that microorganism. While HAIs are recognized globally as a major patient-safety issue in healthcare and community settings, when the organism causing the infection is a strain that is resistant to the available treatment, the risk to the patient and the cost of treatment increase dramatically. A high percentage of hospital-acquired infections are caused by highly resistant bacteria such as methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA), vancomycin-resistant Enterococci (VRE) and multidrug-resistant (MDR) Gram-negative bacteria.

The evolution of antimicrobial resistance is a natural process, but the use (and misuse) of antimicrobial drugs in human health and agricultural settings accelerates the emergence of drug-resistant strains of pathogens. Poor infection prevention and control practices and unsanitary conditions in healthcare facilities contribute to the further emergence and spread of antimicrobial resistance (14). Antimicrobial resistance is a global health crisis that threatens the effective prevention and treatment of a range of infections. The global burden is unknown, but each year in the United States alone at least 2 million people become infected with bacteria that are resistant to antibiotics, and at least 23,000 people die as a direct result of these infections (15). Without effective treatment options, many standard medical treatments will become very high-risk procedures, with grave consequences if an antimicrobial-resistant infection occurs (14).

The role of WASH in preventing HAI and antimicrobial resistance
The lack of safe water, functional toilets and handwashing facilities in healthcare settings poses significant health risks to patients, healthcare workers and nearby communities. The ongoing Ebola epidemic in West Africa (16) and periodic outbreaks of cholera on multiple continents have highlighted the devastating consequences of the lack of WASH facilities as a first line of defence for healthcare workers in preventing HAI and for patients in cholera treatment centres (17).

Antimicrobial resistance is a multisectoral problem that requires a comprehensive strategy to prevent emergence and transmission. Within healthcare settings, provision of adequate staff, supplies and services, as well as leadership and education of administrators, health workers, patients and visitors, are critical to create an institutional climate of safety. Information about standard precautions should be incorporated into patient information materials and provided upon admission to the facility.

Standard precautions are a set of evidence-based practices designed to protect both healthcare staff and patients. They represent the minimum infection prevention measures that apply to all patient care in any setting where healthcare is delivered and should be applied to every person every time to assure that transmission of disease does not occur. Standard precautions include:

1. Hand hygiene;
2. Use of personal protective equipment (e.g., gloves, gowns, facemasks) depending on the anticipated exposure;
3. Respiratory hygiene and cough etiquette;
4. Safe injection practices; and
5. Safe handling of potentially contaminated equipment or surfaces in the patient environment. In addition to consistent use of standard precautions, additional precautions apply to contact with patients with symptoms of an active infection (18).

Hand hygiene (handwashing with either plain or antiseptic-containing soap and water or use of alcohol-based products) has been cited frequently as the single most important practice to reduce HAI (19, 20) and improved hand hygiene practices have been associated with a sustained decrease in the incidence of antimicrobial-resistant infections in healthcare settings (21, 22).
However, the role of WASH in enabling standard precautions for infection prevention and antimicrobial resistance is much larger than just handwashing. Large volumes of water are required for daily cleaning of toilets, environmental surfaces and bedding; while a smaller amount of safe drinking water is required for daily consumption by patients, staff and visitors, and administration of oral medications to patients. Sanitation is also required for every person, multiple times per day, and lack of hygienic sanitation facilities will increase the risk of exposure to pathogens in human faeces.

Documented successes in reducing or eliminating antimicrobial-resistant infections in healthcare facilities have included a variety of combined interventions. Although the major focus of a control programme should be the prevention of hand transfer through hand hygiene, careful cleaning of patient rooms, bathrooms and medical equipment contributes substantially to the overall control of antimicrobial resistance transmission (23). Environmental reservoirs of pathogens during outbreaks are most often related to a failure to follow recommended procedures for amount, dilution and contact time during cleaning and disinfection, rather than due to the specific cleaning and disinfection agent used (18).

Enhanced tolerance to disinfectants has been shown in response to exposure at low concentrations, however, this resistance is unlikely to compromise the effectiveness of disinfectants because the actual concentrations used are much higher (24). Cleaning and disinfection of environmental surfaces is a fundamental step in reducing their potential contribution to the incidence of HAI, and surface disinfection must involve contact with all contaminated surfaces. In all healthcare settings, administrative, staffing and scheduling activities should prioritize the proper cleaning and disinfection of surfaces that could be implicated in transmission (25).

There is no evidence that over-the-counter antibacterial soap products are any more effective at preventing illness than washing with plain soap and water (16). Use of antibacterial soap may carry unnecessary risks of creating antimicrobial-resistant pathogens, given that their benefits are unproven, while antimicrobial resistance is a known and serious problem.

Challenges and opportunities for WASH in healthcare settings

To address the challenge of reducing diarrhoeal disease, USAID, UNICEF and other partners created a strategic approach to WASH programming with three mutually supporting elements for achieving sustainable water and sanitation services (27):

- **Access to WASH infrastructure and products** (e.g., water supply and storage, latrine slabs/toilets, soap and drinking water treatment products).
- **Support for adoption of behaviour change in operating and maintaining WASH infrastructure and for adoption of key hygiene behaviours** (e.g., training, mentoring, collecting and managing tariffs, social marketing, counselling, community demonstrations, school and community programmes).
- **An effective enabling environment** (e.g., supportive policies, technical and governance capacity, financing mechanisms and community mobilization).

These interconnected components are all necessary to implement effective hygiene improvement strategies and programmes that achieve public health impact and are even more important to ensure functioning WASH services to prevent HAI and transmission of antimicrobial resistance.

Many healthcare facilities do not have functioning WASH services, but even in settings where these do exist, adherence to handwashing remains low in all healthcare settings and among all types of staff (28). The overall average adherence from both developed and developing countries is 39% (29). Self-reported factors for poor adherence to hand hygiene include personal comfort; real or perceived lack of access to infrastructure and products; lack of knowledge or scepticism about the value of handwashing; forgets and/or is too busy; and lack of institutional guidelines for how and when to wash hands (30).

Given the broad range of factors affecting handwashing, improvement requires an institutional commitment and a strategic approach to integrate infection control practices into the organization’s safety culture. Methods include educational and motivational programmes; role modeling; providing feedback on performance to individuals and groups; modifying and improving equipment; and administrative policies and sanctions (28).

Improving healthcare through WASH

Hygiene, sanitation and water supply continue to have health implications in both developed and developing world settings. The active involvement of health professionals in hygiene, sanitation, and water supply is crucial to accelerating and consolidating progress for health. Meanwhile, modern medical practice is at risk from the complex and serious issue of antimicrobial resistance, which requires action across all sectors of government and society.

Combating antimicrobial resistance requires a three-fold approach: first, improving infection prevention and control; second, conserving the effectiveness of existing and future antimicrobials; and third, engaging in research to optimize such approaches and to develop new antimicrobials, vaccines, treatment alternatives and rapid diagnostic tools (31).

WASH in healthcare facilities provides the basis for “do no harm” and plays a critical role in infection control. Leadership
and commitment is needed from governments, international and local organizations, donors and civil society to implement the global action plan to achieve universal access to WASH in healthcare facilities (32) in order to improve quality of care, reduce HAIs and decrease development and transmission of antimicrobial resistance.
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